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PPCS 4D Carbon Fan Hub
Stickers - 30mm

$3.95

Product Images

Short Description
Need that finishing touch to your project? Tired of looking at that distracting branded label on your fans'
hubs? Well, give these 4D Carbon Fiber fan hub stickers a try. Simply measure your hub and order size closest to
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match it without going wider than the hub. Done! Available in 3 different popular sizes: 30mm, 33mm, and
37mm. Sold on one sheet containing 4 x 4D Carbon Fiber stickers.

Description
Need that ﬁnishing touch to your project? Tired of looking at that distracting branded label on your fans' hubs? Well, give these
4D Carbon Fiber fan hub stickers a try. Simply measure your hub and order size closest to match it without going wider than the
hub. Done!
Available in 3 diﬀerent popular sizes: 30mm, 33mm, and 37mm. Sold on one sheet containing 4 4D Carbon Fiber stickers.
4D Carbon Fiber Material:
The greatest Carbon Fiber ﬁlm ever developed! The new 4D Carbon Fiber is far superior to 3M DiNoc in features, quality and 3D
look.
Carbon Fiber is one of the hottest looks, and now with this revolutionary material, it is within reach of everybody! This
revolutionary material is manufactured under ISO 9001 standards. 4D Carbon Fiber ﬁlms are Cast vinyls specially designed for full
vehicle wraps - unlike other materials you may have seen from other manufacturers. The ﬁlm is a multi-layered 4D / textured /
structured cast PVC vinyl. It's textured / 4D / woven looking surface catches light just like true dry carbon giving it a rich depth as
well as a tactile response! Because of its extreme ﬂexibility, high conformability, press adhesive facilitates air egress thus
avoiding bubbles and creases during application - fast and risk free applications are practically guaranteed. It is particularly
recommended for complex compound curved surfaces and long-term outdoor applications. 4D Carbon Fiber is the ideal high-end
solution for vehicle applications with long life cycles.
The material is very ﬂexible and highly conformable. What can you cover? You can overlay almost anything with a clean smooth
surface! Popular applications include smart phones, laptop cases, other electronics. Popular vehicle applications include the roof
panel, hood, trunk lids, spoilers, chrome trim, interior trim and more. For PC's, side panels, bay covers, radgrills....the list really
does go on!

Features
Multilayered high performance cast vinyl, 130-280 μm
Adhesive: acrylic solvent based
Liner: embossed PE coated paper liner 145g/m2
Colors: 29
Application: Marking of vehicles and other objects
Durability: up to 10 years
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Additional Information
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Brand

PPCS

SKU

VIN-4DCARBON-30

Weight

0.0100

Color

Carbon Fiber

Fan Accessory Type

Fan Sticker
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